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A B S T R A C T 

It is speculated that the high star formation efficiency observed in spiral-arm molecular clouds is linked to the pre v alence of 
compressive (curl-free) turbulent modes, while the shear-driven solenoidal (divergence-free) modes appear to be the main cause 
of the low star formation efficiency that characterizes clouds in the Central Molecular Zone. Similarly, analysis of the Orion B 

molecular cloud has confirmed that, although turbulent modes vary locally and at different scales within the cloud, the dominant 
solenoidal turbulence is compatible with its low star formation rate. This evidence points to intercloud and intracloud fluctuations 
of the solenoidal modes being an agent for the variability of star formation efficiency. We present a quantitative estimation of 
the relative fractions of momentum density in the solenoidal modes of turbulence in a large sample of plane molecular clouds in 

the 13 CO/C 

18 O ( J = 3 → 2) Heterodyne Inner Milky Way Plane Survey (CHIMPS). We find a negative correlation between the 
solenoidal fraction and star formation efficiency. This feature is consistent with the hypothesis that solenoidal modes prevent or 
slo w do wn the collapse of dense cores. In addition, the relati ve po wer in the solenoidal modes of turbulence (solenoidal fraction) 
appears to be higher in the Inner Galaxy declining with a shallow gradient with increasing Galactocentric distance. Outside the 
Inner Galaxy, the slowly, monotonically declining values suggest that the solenoidal fraction is unaffected by the spiral arms. 

Key words: molecular data – turbulence – methods: data analysis – surv e ys – ISM: clouds – submillimetre: ISM. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he conversion of molecular gas into stars is one of the fundamental
aryonic processes that shape the visible Uni verse, dri ving cosmic 
volution from the epoch of reionization to present-day Galactic 
ystems. The earliest stages of star formation see neutral gas in the
nterstellar medium (ISM) aggregating in dense molecular clouds 
hrough large-scale hydrodynamic, thermodynamic, or gravitational 
nstabilities. These perturbations are associated with colliding, or 
hearing flows or shocks caused by the gas entering the spiral arms.
issipative shocks in the supersonic turbulence resulting from the 

loud-formation process, then (or concurrently, Heitsch et al. 2008 ) 
orm fragmented, compressed layers, and filaments. Dense fragments 
ecome gravitationally self-bound and collapse into the clumps and 
ores that eventually create stars, while more rarefied structures are 
ransient and dissipate. As the view of molecular clouds as naturally 
argely transient features has succeeded their older characterization 
s extant structures in a state of quasi-equilibrium preceding collapse, 
t has become clear they are supported by the interplay of factors
cting on different scales. 

Molecular clouds have highly irregular and complex shapes. Many 
f them possess wispy filamentary structures that resemble those of 
 E-mail: rani@ntnu.edu.tw 

a
t

2022 The Author(s) 
ublished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
tmospheric clouds. The irregular boundaries of molecular clouds 
ound on contour maps show fractal properties (Dickman, Horvath & 

argulis 1990 ; Falgarone, Phillips & Walker 1991 ; Falgarone, Puget
 P ́erault 1992 ; Zimmermann & Stutzki 1992 ; Elia et al. 2018 ). The

ractal dimension estimated for clouds has similar values to those 
ound at various interfaces in turbulent flows (Falgarone et al. 1991 ;
reeni v asan 1991 ), suggesting that turbulence plays a fundamental
ole in the formation and evolution of molecular clouds. 

Commonly, velocity dispersions within molecular clouds are 
bout ten times larger than expected by solely considering thermal 
roperties (Larson 1981 ; Rathborne et al. 2009 ). This is generally
nterpreted as evidence of turbulence being a prominent factor in 
reating and sustaining a cloud’s internal structure. In this picture, 
he evolution of molecular clouds and the star-forming regions 
ithin them is go v erned by the complicated interactions of gravity,
agnetic fields (Elmegreen & Scalo 2004 ; Mac Low & Klessen

004 ; McKee & Ostriker 2007 ; Heyer & Brunt 2012 ) and supersonic
urbulent motions driven at different scales from stellar feedback to 
alactic shear (Scalo & Elmegreen 2004 ). On microscopic scales, 

he interactions between the gas molecules with the surrounding far- 
V and cosmic-ray radiation regulate the thermodynamic state of 

he gas and its coupling to magnetic fields. 
Despite the progress in the characterization of molecular clouds 

nd their structure, devising a quantitative model, empirical or 
heoretical, that predicts the efficiency of star-forming processes 

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-6747-0838
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nd their relation to the physical properties of the interstellar gas
s an elusive task. Empirical relations such as Schmidt–Kennicutt
Kennicutt 1998 ) suggest that the star formation is solely regulated
y the amount of gas that exceeds a certain density threshold
Gao & Solomon 2004 ; Lada et al. 2012 ; Evans, Heiderman &
utisalchavakul 2014 ; Zhang et al. 2014 ). However, these simple

caling laws are constrained by the sample population size and break
own o v er scales smaller than a few hundred pc, where the enclosed
ample of molecular clouds decreases significantly (Kruijssen &
ongmore 2014 ). 
Power-spectrum studies of giant-molecular-cloud maps in the

alactic disc have shown that the SFE and clump formation effi-
iency (dense gas mass fraction, DGMF) vary significantly on the
cales of individual clouds, peaking at 10–30 pc (Eden et al. 2021 ).
his variation in SFE declines at a (smoothing) scale of 100 pc.
urthermore, it was found that the distributions of SFE and DGMF

n individual clouds are consistent with being lognormal (Eden et al.
012 , 2013 , 2015 ) and thus possibly a combination of several random
actors, implying that extreme star-forming regions (or regions in
hich star formation is absent) are not necessarily due to special

onditions. These results are also consistent with a simple Schmidt–
ennicutt law since the distribution of SFEs possesses a well-defined
ean when averaged over kpc scales and a large number of clouds.
urthermore, the SFE/DGMF appears to vary by several orders of
agnitude from cloud to cloud. Along with the nearly constant mean

alue of the distribution of SFEs, this fact suggests that differences
etween the individual clouds are more rele v ant to star formation
han large-scale mechanisms such as density features, shear, and
adial variations in metallicity. In particular, spiral arms appear to
ainly only produce source crowding. Ragan et al. ( 2016, 2018 )

lso confirmed no arm-associated signal in the fraction in the Hi-
AL catalogue of compact sources that are currently star forming. 
These results agree with observations of spiral galaxies indicating

hat the H 2 /HI fraction and the SFE traced by infrared (IR) and
ltraviolet (UV) emission in spiral arms are not significantly higher
han in the inter-arm gas (Kennicutt et al. 2003 ; Gil de Paz et al.
007 ; Walter et al. 2008 ; Leroy et al. 2009 ; Obreschkow & Rawlings
009 ; Foyle et al. 2010 ). Also, the fraction of GMCs formed from
I appear to be determined by the H 2 formation/destruction rate
alance and stellar feedback (Leroy et al. 2010 ). These mechanisms
ct at small scales in the ISM. Except for starburst galaxies and
ltraluminous IR galaxies (ULIRGs), internal radiative feedback is
xpected to determine the properties of molecular clouds with the
inor influence of the external environment (Krumholz, McKee &
umlinson 2009 ). These pieces of evidence challenge the idea that
piral arms may be direct triggers of star formation. 

The problem of setting up a comprehensive model for SFE is
urther aggravated by the impact of large-scale radial changes in
alactic environments on the star-forming properties of the gas. The

raction of molecular gas has been observed to decrease rapidly with
alactocentric distance, from ∼100 per cent within 1 kpc to only a

ew per cent at radii greater than 10 kpc (Sofue & Nakanishi 2016 ).
imultaneously, DGMFs peak at around 3–4 kpc and then decline in

he inner zone, where the disc becomes stable against gravitational
ollapse on large scales. This is the zone swept by the Galactic bar
nd star formation is suppressed for the life of the bar (James &
erci v al 2016 ). The SFE, measured as either the integrated infrared

uminosity from young stellar objects (YSOs), or the numbers of
II regions, per unit molecular gas mass, appears to be low but

teady on kiloparsec scales at radii greater than 3 kpc. Recent studies
f the dense gas fraction within Galactic-plane molecular clouds
uggest that the SFE increases with distance at radii greater than
NRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 
 kpc (Urquhart et al. 2021 ). The SFE declines abruptly in the
entral Molecular Zone (CMZ) within 0.5 kpc (Longmore, Bally &
esti 2013 ; Urquhart et al. 2013 ). This significant difference may be
elated to higher turbulent gas pressure in the CMZ, which raises
he density threshold for star formation (Kruijssen & Longmore
014 ), but the cause of such differences and transitions between
hese regions remains unexplained. 

The low SFE in the CMZ cloud G0.253 + 0.016 appears to be
aused by a pre v alence of shear-driven solenoidal (divergence-free)
urbulence modes, in contrast to spiral-arm clouds, which typically
ave a significant compressive (curl-free) component (Federrath
t al. 2016 ). A similar analysis of the Orion B molecular cloud
Orkisz et al. 2017 ) finds that the turbulence is mostly solenoidal,
onsistent with its low SFR, but is position-dependent within the
loud, motions around the main star-forming regions being strongly
ompressive. Thus, this significant inter-cloud variability of the
ompressive/solenoidal mode fractions may be a decisive agent
f variations in the SFE. The SFE may also be affected by cloud
ollisions, which should produce highly compressive gas flows. 

The 13 CO/C 

18 O ( J = 3 → 2) Heterodyne Inner Milky Way Plane
urv e y (CHIMPS, Rigby et al. 2016 ) has produced a large sample
f molecular clouds and the first large-scale map of molecular-gas
emperatures. The high resolution of this surv e y rev eals significant
rm structures in more detail and greater contrast than similar
urv e ys. Contrary to theoretical predictions (Kruijssen & Longmore
014 ), the study of CHIMPS clouds revealed SFE is neither linked
o turbulent pressure or Mach numbers in the disc (Rigby 2016 ). 

Together, these findings emphasize the need for the detailed
nalysis of large samples of molecular clouds from different regions
n the Galaxy, relating their internal and external environmental
onditions to their SFE and DGMF, as the next step in understanding
he physics of star formation. 

This article presents the first full sample study of the turbulent
odes and their relation to SFE in Galactic-plane clouds, thus testing

he hypothesis that the SFE depends on the ratio of solenoidal
o compressive turbulence within clouds. This has already been
uggested for the G0.253 + 0.016 cloud (Kauffmann, Pillai1 & Zhang
013 ; Johnston et al. 2014 ) and is thought to be consistent with
he assumption that the majority of power in SFE variations is
oncentrated on cloud scales. The sample considered consists of
266 13 CO sources extracted from the CHIMPS survey. The article
s organised as follows. Sections 2 and 3 briefly describe CHIMPS
nd the construction of the catalogue employed in the analysis. In
ection 4 , we present the main concepts and implementation of the
tatistical method devised by Brunt & Federrath ( 2014 ) to estimate
he solenoidal fraction R from the observed data. The results are
escribed in Section 5 , and discussed in Section 6 with particular
mphasis on the relations between the solenoidal fraction and star
ormation efficiency within clouds and the distribution of clouds with
he Galactocentric distance in the different Galactic environments
o v ered by CHIMPS. 

In Appendix A, we examine the influence of the size of the field
see Section 4.2 ) on the calculation of the solenoidal fraction. 

 SURV EY  

he 13 CO/C 

18 O ( J = 3 − 2) Heterodyne Inner Milky Way Plane
urv e y (CHIMPS) is a spectral surv e y of the J = 3 → 2 rotational

ransitions of 13 CO at 330.587 GHz and C 

18 O at 329.331 GHz. The
urv e y co v ers ∼19 de g 2 of the Galactic plane, spanning longitudes
 between 27 . ◦5 and 46 . ◦4 and latitudes | b | < 0 . ◦5, with a angular
esolution of 15 arcsec. The observations were made o v er a period
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f 8 semesters (beginning in spring 2010) at the 15-m James Clerk
axwell Telescope (JCMT) in Hawaii. Both isotopologues were ob- 

erved concurrently (Buckle et al. 2009 ) using the Heterodyne Array 
eceiver Programme (HARP) together with the Auto-Correlation 
pectral Imaging System (ACSIS). The data obtained are organized 

n position–position–velocity (PPV) cubes with velocities binned in 
.5 km s −1 channels and a bandwidth of 200 km s −1 . The Galactic
elocity gradient associated with the spiral arms (in the kinematic 
ocal standard of rest, LSRK) is matched by shifting the velocity 
ange with increasing Galactic longitude. Varying the velocity range 
rom −50 < v < 150 km s −1 at 28 ◦ to −75 < v < 125 km s −1 at
6 ◦, we reco v er the e xpected v elocities of objects observed in the
cutum–Centaurus tangent, and the Sagittarius, Perseus and Norma 
rms. The 13 CO surv e y has mean rms sensitivities of σ ( T ∗A ) ≈ 0 . 6 K
er velocity channel, while for C 

18 O, σ ( T ∗A ) ≈ 0 . 7 K, where T ∗A is the
ntenna temperature corrected for atmospheric attenuation, ohmic 
osses inside the instrument, spillo v er, and rearward scattering (Rigby
t al. 2016 ). The total column densities throughout the CHIMPS
urv e y are estimated from the excitation temperature and the optical
epth of the CO emission. The full calculation is outlined in Rigby
t al. ( 2019 ). Their method is a variation of the standard calculation
f the excitation temperature and optical depth (Roman-Duval et al. 
010 ; Wilson, Rohlfs & H ̈uttemeister 2013 ) and uses 13 CO( J = 3 − 2)
mission from CHIMPS and 12 CO( J = 3 − 2) emission from COHRS
Dempsey, Thomas & Currie 2013 , Park et al. in preparation) at each
osition ( l , b , v) in the datacube on a v oxel-by-v oxel basis, under the
ssumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium. 

 DATA  

.1 Data preparation 

efore proceeding with the cloud identification, the CHIMPS data 
re prepared following the recipe used by Rigby et al. ( 2019 ). The
educed data are spatially smoothed to a resolution of 27.4 arcsec 
resulting from the application of a 3-pixel FWHM Gaussian filter) 
o increase the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). The smoothed data have 
ms values of 0 . 09 + 0 . 03 

−0 . 03 K per 0.5 km s −1 channel. This value is the
edian of the distribution with uncertainties corresponding to the 
rst and third quartiles (Rigby et al. 2019 ). Because of the variable
eather conditions and the varying number of active receptors during 

he four years of observations, the original CHIMPS datacubes do 
ot present a completely uniform sensitivity across the entire surv e y
Rigby et al. 2016 ). To a v oid loss of good signal-to-noise sources
n regions of low background and to prevent high-noise regions 
rom being incorrectly identified as clouds, the source extraction is 
erformed on the S/N cubes instead of brightness-temperature cubes. 
n S/N map is created from an existing brightness temperature cube 
y dividing it by the square root of its variance component. The
esulting data array measures the S/N at each voxel of the original
ube. These operations are performed by specific packages in the 
CMT Starlink suite (Manset & Forshay 2014 ). This approach was 
pplied to continuum data in the JCMT Plane Surv e y (JPS) by Moore
t al. ( 2015 ) and Eden et al. ( 2017 ), who noted that this method
roduced the best extraction results. Finally, the background noise 
s identified and subtracted from the S/N cubes by applying the 
indback filter with a set neighbourhood with a side of 50 voxels. 

.2 Cloud extraction 

o identify molecular clouds in the CHIMPS 

13 CO data, we employ 
he Spectral Clustering for Interstellar Molecular Emission Segmen- 
ation (SCIMES) algorithm (Colombo et al. 2015 ). In SCIMES,
he global hierarchical structure within a molecular-line datacube 
s encoded into a dendrogram. 

The input parameters that define the emission dendrogram are 
aken as multiple of the background σ rms . For signal-to-noise cubes, 

rms = 1 by definition. For each region, the SCIMES parameters 
re set to generate an emission dendrogram in which emission 
elow 5 σ rms ( min val = 5 σrms ) is not considered. This minimum
/N value for a feature to be detected as a source was chosen

o mitigate the occurrence of false positives (artefacts arising at 
ow noise levels). Each branch of the dendrogram is defined by
n intensity change of 5 σ rms ( min delta = 5 σrms ). This value is
hosen to match min val so that two adjacent peaks are considered 
istinct only if the difference in their values is also greater than
. In addition, the minimum number of voxels an emission peak
ust contain to be included in the dendrogram ( min npix ) is set

o 16, which is at least three resolution elements worth of voxels.
his value corresponds to the volume of a cubic source with a width
f 2.5 voxels in each of the three axes. Lowering this threshold
ncreases the likelihood of identifying spurious noise artefacts as 
eatures of the emission. These specific values were chosen to match
he corresponding FELLWALKER configuration parameters used by 
igby et al. ( 2016 ) for their CHIMPS emission extraction. Full details
f the extraction will be published in a separate paper. 
Since the distances to the dendrogram structures are not known, 

he volume and luminosity affinity matrices required for spectral 
lustering cannot be generated from spatial volumes and intrinsic 
uminosities. Instead, PPV volumes and integrated intensity values 
re used (Colombo et al. 2015 , 2019 ). The complete emission
xtraction yields a catalogue of 2944 sources. 

To clean the catalogue of spurious sources and noise artefacts that
re left after extraction, an additional filter is applied. This mask
eaves those clouds that either extend for more than eight pixels
n each spatial direction or co v er at least three velocity channels.
his requirement ensures that each cloud is fully resolved in each
irection (the width of the telescope beam being two voxels) and
hat the selection does not include sources with too small a field size
or which the Fourier transform would not yield reliable information 
see Appendix A ). 

In addition, clouds in contact with edges of the field of observation
nd those with no known column densities are remo v ed from the
atalogue. Masking the SCIMES catalogue with these requirements 
eaves 2266 sources. Distances are assigned using the ATLASGAL 

Urquhart et al. 2018 ) and CHIMPS (Rigby et al. 2019 ) catalogues
hrough a no v el algorithm that performs area searches to find the
losest known sources to each SCIMES centroid. If this search 
eturns multiple clouds, the distance that most sources have in 
ommon is chosen. If the distances in the set vary significantly,
TLASGAL clusters are checked, and cluster distances are assigned. 
or unassigned sources, a similar search is repeated considering 
HIMPS sources that lie within SCIMES objects. Finally, Reid’s 
ayesian calculator (Reid et al. 2014 ) is employed to estimate the
istances of the remaining SCIMES sources with undetermined 
istances with a near-far probability of 0.5). Fig. 1 shows the
ositions of the extracted sources superimposed on a sketch of the
tructure of the Milky Way. 

The smallest clouds in this selection are large enough to include
n envelope of rarefied gas around the densest, brightest peaks. This
upports our assumption of considering 13 CO ( J = 3 → 2) to be
ptically thin in diffuse regions (with optical depth increasing around 
he peaks of emission, where the cloud is densest, Rigby et al. 2016 ).
n a typical cloud, the volume occupied by the diffuse component
MNRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. Top-down view of the locations of the 13 CO (3 – 2) extracted 
through the SCIMES algorithm from CHIMPS. The background image is 
published by Churchwell et al. ( 2009 ). The Solar circle and the locus of the 
tangent points have been marked as dashed lines. 
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Figure 2. Distributions of heliocentric distances (Panel a), Galactocentric 
distances (Panel b), and masses (Panel c) of the 13 CO CHIMPS sources. The 
three panels show both the distributions of the entire sample extracted (2266 
sources: blue) and of the subsample of clouds that span 8 or more velocity 
channels (954 sources: purple). 
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ar exceeds the denser parts. Through the CHIMPS optical depth
aps prepared by Rigby et al. ( 2019 ), we find that 97.7 per cent of

he voxels in the clouds identified by SCIMES with an associated
ptical depth have τ ( 13 CO) < 1. 
Although the selection criteria abo v e allow us to consider a large

umber of sources, the spectral extent of some of them remains
imited to three velocity channels. To ensure that these sources do
ot affect our analysis by introducing biases in the distribution of the
hysical quantities considered, we defined a subset of sources that
pan eight velocity channels (thus allowing them to be larger than
he volume contained in a cube with a side of eight pixels). This
ub-catalogue amounts to 954 entries. 

With distances and velocity dispersions, masses, H 2 number
ensities, and Mach numbers can be calculated. Fig. 2 shows the
istributions of distances and masses of both the full sample and the
ub-sample of sources which span eight or more velocity channels.
he distribution of masses in the latter set has a higher mean. This

s likely to be a consequence of Larson’s relations and approximate
irialization (Larson 1981 ). 
No sources closer than 3.5 kpc from the Galactic Centre are found

s the CHIMPS data do not probe sufficiently central longitudes.
he sources in our sample reside within the four main spiral
rms, the Scutum-Centaurus, Sagittarius-Carina, Perseus, and Outer
rms and the smaller Aquila Rift and Aquila Spur features. Their
istributions of Galactocentric distances reflect the arm structure.
ig. 2 (b) displays large peaks at ∼4.5 and ∼6.5 kpc. These are the

ocations of the Scutum and Sagittarius arms seen from the Galactic
entre. The smaller peak at ∼7.5 kpc corresponds to the Perseus
rm. Part of the Scutum arm traverses the locus of tangential circular
elocities and the sources in this area become clustered along this
ocus leaving gaps on either side (Fig. 1 ). We note that this artefact
riginates from sources that hav e v elocities greater than the terminal
elocity due to non-circular streaming motions, which get binned at
xactly the tangent distance, resulting in the apparent ‘gap’ and arc
f sources lying on the tangent circle. 
NRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 
.3 Star formation efficiency 

tar formation efficiency (SFE) can be understood as the rate of pro-
uction of stars per unit mass of 13 CO (3 – 2)-traced clouds/clumps,
nte grated o v er some time-scale. The star formation history of a
olecular cloud can be viewed as the luminosity of Young Stellar

art/stac1812_f1.eps
art/stac1812_f2.eps
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bjects (YSO) produced as a function of time. In this framework, 
FE is quantified as the ratio of the IR luminosity of the YSOs
mbedded in a cloud to the mass of the cloud: 

FE = 

L star 

M cloud 
= 

1 

M cloud 

∫ t 

0 

d L 

d t 
d t , (1) 

here d L /d t is the instantaneous star formation rate (SFR) in terms
f the integrated luminosity L of YSOs. Thus, both a long time
cale and a high SFR can result in increased values of L / M . To
niquely identify L / M with the SFE thus requires assuming dL / dt
o depend linearly on d M /d t . This assumption in turn entails that
he stellar IMF be invariant and fully sampled in all star-forming
egions, up to the maximum stellar masses (Weidner & Kroupa 2006 ).
n IMF that is filled stochastically (Elmegreen 2006 ), may cause 
 / M not to depend on the SFE linearly. In this case, an increase in

he SFE still corresponds to an increase in L / M . The formation of
arger star clusters with more fully sampled IMF and lager maximum 

tellar mass in larger clouds may also increase the observed L / M .
or clusters, L is proportional to M 

2 where M is the cluster mass
nd so ∝ M cloud if the SFE is the same. This potential variation
n the relationship between L / M and SFE cannot be resolved by
bservations unless it is possible to distinguish every single star in 
he cluster. 

In theory, L / M evolves with time (increasing L and decreasing M )
nd it becomes necessary to define the SFE in terms of a specific
ime-scale (e.g. free-fall time, see Cheav ance 2020 ). Ho we ver, since
FE is generally lower than 30 per cent (Lada & Lada 2003 ), we can
ssume that M remains constant o v er the time-scales typical of star
ormation observed in the mid- and far-IR continuum. Also, the stage 
f massive star formation that can be detected in the mid- and far-IR
asts for only hundreds of thousands of years (Davies et al. 2011 ;

ottram et al. 2011 ), a short enough time to allow us to consider
 / M as a snapshot of the current or instantaneous SFE. 
The SFE of the CHIMPS sources can be estimated by assigning a

uminosity to each source. We use luminosity and flux data from the
erschel InfraRed Galactic Plane Surv e y (Hi-GAL Elia et al. 2017 ).
i-GAL is a large-scale surv e y of the Galactic plane, performed with

he Herschel Space Observatory in five infrared continuum bands 
etween 70 and 500 μm. Luminosity assignments are made using the 
ntegrated bolometric fluxes of the Hi-GAL sources contained within 
ach SCIMES cloud. Since the Hi-GAL catalogue does not include 
elocity information, a Hi-GAL source is matched to a SCIMES 

loud when its Galactic coordinates lie within the projection of the 
CIMES cloud on the Galactic plane. This assignment is not al w ays
nique as projecting along the spectral direction may result in the 
ull or partial o v erlapping of multiple SCIMES-extracted clouds. 
he position of a Hi-GAL source on the Galactic plane may thus
elong to several distinct projected clouds. When this happens, the 
ssignment is made unique by associating a Hi-GAL source with the 
CIMES cloud that has the brightest 13 CO (3 – 2) intensity along the
pectral direction at the source’s coordinates (Urquhart et al. 2007 ). 
his method allows us to define a luminosity for 1403 clouds in the
riginal sample. 

 M E T H O D S  

.1 Principles 

ur turbulence analysis is based on the statistical method developed 
y Brunt, Federrath & Price ( 2010 ) and Brunt & Federrath ( 2014 ),
hich allows us to quantify the relative fraction of the solenoidal 

nd compressive turbulence modes present in a molecular cloud from 
mission and column density observations. The main idea behind the 
ethod is to reconstruct the properties of a three-dimensional source 

rom the information contained in its observed two-dimensional line- 
f-sight projection. Assuming that the observed source is described 
y the three-dimensional field F , its two-dimensional projection 
average along one axis, the z -axis in this case) is denoted by F p . It
an be shown that the Fourier transform 

˜ F p of F p is proportional to
he k z = 0 cut of the transform 

˜ F of F , 

˜ F p ( k x , k y ) ∝ 

˜ F ( k x , k y , k z = 0) . (2) 

If ˜ F and ˜ F p only depend on the wavenumber k = | k | (isotropic
elds), the average properties of F can be derived from their 

wo-dimensional counterparts of F p through symmetry arguments. 
hen a field such as the velocity or the momentum is measured

n observations, only its line-of-sight component is available. A 

wo-dimensional projected field is reco v ered by considering the 
elmholtz decomposition of the line-of-sight component. Accord- 

ng to the Helmholtz theorem, a vector field can be split into a
ivergence-free (solenoidal or transverse) component, F ⊥ 

and curl- 
ree (compressive or parallel) component, F ‖ . In Fourier space, the 
olenoidal and compressive components are linked through (local) 
rthogonality. As the name suggests, the divergence-free (solenoidal) 
omponent encodes the turb ulent, v orticose modes of a flow. Com-
ressive modes, accounting for compression and expansion of the gas 
re embodied by the curl-free component. These modes are likely to
e connected to star formation. 
To obtain a unique decomposition, the vector field must satisfy 

uitable boundary conditions (the Helmholtz decomposition is de- 
ned up to a vector constant). In particular, it is required that the
eld should decay to zero smoothly on the boundary. This condition
lso ensures that the Fourier transforms of the observed field are
ell behaved as these fields are not naturally periodic. Isolated, 
ravitationally bound molecular clouds possess a natural boundary, 
o we ver, when the signal is truncated artificially by the edges of the
bserved field, apodisation of the emission at the edge is required to
estore a suitable boundary. 

As mentioned abo v e, statistical isotropy is also required for
he method to be applied. Sources of strong anisotropy such as
trong magnetic fields or filamentary shapes thus heavily affect the 
eliability of the results. Fields with steep power spectra should also
e a v oided. In practice, such po wer spectra sho w high sensiti vity to
ow spatial frequencies which are poorly sampled statistically (see 
lso Section 4.3 ). Assuming the emission line under consideration is
ptically thin and that the emissivity depends solely on the volume
ensity, the PPV datacube can be translated into a density-weighted 
eld spanning the region of observation. This field is the ‘momentum
ensity’, 

p = ρv , (3) 

omposed of the volume density ρ and the velocity field v . 
The ratio of the variance of transverse momentum density to the

ariance of the total momentum density gives the solenoidal fraction, 
 . This fraction represents the amount of power in the solenoidal
odes of the momentum density in a given region of space and can

e expressed as the ratio between the variances of the transverse
solenoidal) momentum and the variance of the total momentum, 

 = 

σ 2 
p ⊥ 

σ 2 
p 

. (4) 

Brunt & Federrath ( 2014 ) demonstrated that the solenoidal fraction
an be expressed in terms of observable quantities: the zeroth, first,
econd velocity moments, and their power spectra. The first three 
MNRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 
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elocity moments are defined as 

 0 = 

∫ 
I ( v ) d v , W 1 = 

∫ 
v I ( v ) d v , W 2 = 

∫ 
v 2 I ( v ) d v (5) 

r their counterparts in a frame of reference set at the centre of
ass of the molecular cloud. With the assumption that the thermal

inewidth is negligible compared to the overall velocity dispersion,
he velocity moments can be recast in terms of density (Brunt &
ederrath 2014 ): 

 0 ∝ 

∫ 
ρ( z ) d z , W 1 ∝ 

∫ 
v( z ) ρ( z ) d z , W 2 ∝ 

∫ 
v( z ) 2 ρ( z ) d z . 

(6) 

These moments allow for the solenoidal fraction to be written as 

 = 

[ 〈 W 

2 
1 〉 

〈 W 

2 
0 〉 

][ 〈 W 

2 
0 / 〈 W 0 〉 2 〉 

1 + A ( 〈 W 

2 
0 〉 / 〈 W 0 〉 2 − 1) 

][
g 21 

〈 W 2 〉 
〈 W 0 〉 

]−1 

B, (7) 

here 

 = 

( 
∑ 

k x 

∑ 

k y 

∑ 

k z 
f ( k)) − f (0) ∑ 

k x 

∑ 

k y 
f ( k)) − f (0) 

, (8) 

nd 

 = 

∑ 

k x 

∑ 

k y 

∑ 

k z 
f ⊥ 

( k) 
k 2 x + k 2 y 

k 2 ∑ 

k x 

∑ 

k y 
f ⊥ 

( k) 
, (9) 

ith f ( k ) and f ⊥ 

( k ) being the angular (azimuthal) averages of the
ower spectra of the zeroth and first moments (notation after Orkisz
t al. 2017 ). The constant g 21 is a statistical correction factor that
ccounts for the correlations between the variations of ρ and v (if ρ
nd v are not correlated, g 21 = 1). In terms of density, velocity and
he spatial average of the density ρ0 , g 21 is expressed by the variance
f the three-dimensional volume density 〈 ( ρ/ ρ0 ) 2 〉 as 

 21 = 

〈 ρ2 v 2 〉 / 〈 ρ2 〉 
〈 ρv 2 〉 / 〈 ρ〉 = 

〈
ρ2 

ρ2 
0 

〉ε

. (10) 

The exponent ε is a is a small positive constant which is the
xponent of the power law expressing the relation between the
ariance of the velocity σ 2 

v and the density ρ. The variance of the
hree-dimensional volume density 〈 ( ρ/ ρ0 ) 2 〉 is estimated from the
olumn density cubes following the method introduced by (Brunt
t al. 2010 ) with ρ0 being the spatially averaged volume density. 

In the hypersonic regime (Mach number M > 5), the solenoidal
raction becomes independent of the type of forcing and converges
o R ∼ 2/3 (Brunt & Federrath 2014 ). This specific value reflects the
quipartition of momentum between the compressive and solenoidal
ode (Federrath, Klessen & Schmidt 2008 ). Values of the solenoidal

raction that are higher than 2/3 imply that the relative fraction of
omentum density in solenoidal modes in the flow exceeds that in

ompressive modes. Thus, star formation tends to be suppressed. A
olenoidal fraction smaller than 2/3 implies a loss of equilibrium in
a v our of the compressive modes of the flow. When this situation
ccurs, a cloud is more likely to form stars. 

.2 Implementation 

.2.1 Moments 

he method described abo v e is applied to our selection of SCIMES
louds extracted from the CHIMPS 

13 CO (3 – 2) emission data.
he emission of each cloud in the selection is isolated via a mask
onstructed from the SCIMES clusters assignment. The velocity
NRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 
oments whose power spectra in equation ( 7 ) must be calculated
n the frame of reference of the centre of mass of the cloud. Thus, to
 xpress the v elocity moments in the centre-of-mass frame, first the
entroid velocity of the cloud in the LSR frame is calculated. This
uantity is simply given by the ratio 

 c = 

〈
W 

obs 
1 

〉
〈 W 0 〉 , (11) 

f the spatial means of the first moment in the observer’s frame
nd 〈 W 

obs 
1 〉 and of the zeroth moment 〈 W 0 〉 . Notice that, not being

elocity-weighted, W 0 is invariant of the frame of reference. The
esulting change of coordinates gives 

 = v obs − V c (12) 

adopting the same notation as before). Finally, substituting in the
rst and second moments yields 

 1 = 

∫ 
( v obs − V c ) I ( v obs ) d v obs (13) 

nd 

 2 = 

∫ 
( v obs − V c ) 

2 I ( v obs ) d v obs . (14) 

Once the moment maps of a cloud have been constructed, the cloud
s extracted by enclosing it into a square region of the map. Although
he emission values decline naturally to zero at the boundary of the
loud, to ensure that the boundary conditions required by the method
re respected, we introduce a field size that depends on the size of the
rojected cloud. The field size (side) of this region is determined by
onsidering the maximum extension of the cloud along the coordinate
xes with an added fiv e-pix el padding in every direction. An example
f the moment maps for a 13 CO emission source in CHIMPS is given
n Fig. 3 . 

We found that, in the case of the clouds in our sample, the
orrection in the value of the three-dimensional variance of the
omentum density (Brunt et al. 2010 ) to account for the added

adding is negligible. It only affects R by a factor of 10 −4 . 

.3 Power spectra 

he power spectra of the moments maps are calculated using the
OWERSPECTRUM method in TURBUSTAT (Koch et al. 2019a ), a
ython package that implements a suite of tools devoted to the sta-

istical analysis of turbulence (Koch et al. 2019b ). POWERSPECTRUM

mplements a model for the computation of the full two-dimensional
patial power spectrum of an image (an elliptical power-law model).
 radial profile of the two-dimensional power spectrum produces

he azimuthally averaged one-dimensional power spectrum that is
equired for the calculation of the solenoidal fraction. POWERSPEC-
RUM both provides an automatic correction for the telescope beam
deconvolution) and a power-law fit for the one-dimensional power
pectrum (see Fig. 4 ). 

To a v oid large de viations of the po wer spectrum on small scales
high spatial frequencies) where the information has been lost by the
patial smoothing applied to the image (convolution of the beam),
nly spatial frequencies that correspond to twice the FWHM value
f the telescope beam are considered. This correction also accounts
or the increase in power at high frequencies generated by the
 v ersampling of the beam (Koch et al. 2019a ). A two-beam frequency
ut, corresponding to four pixels in CHIMPS, also mitigates the
mpact of the noise which is more severe at higher spatial frequencies
see Fig. 5 ). 
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Figure 3. Example of integrated intensity ( W 0 ), first ( W 1 ), and second 
moment ( W 2 ) maps for a 13 CO emission source in CHIMPS. 
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Figure 4. Example of power spectra of the zeroth ( W 0 ) and first ( W 1 ) 
moment maps. Each panel shows both the angular averaged 1D and full 
2D power spectra. The dashed lines in the one-dimensional spectra and the 
corresponding red circles in the two-dimensional power spectra delimit the 
re gion o v er which the spectrum is fitted with a segmented linear model. The 
fitted power-law model of the 1D spectrum is denoted by the solid black 
line. 
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Correlated voxel noise and systematic errors make the noise in 
he emission maps differ from Gaussian white noise. To compute 
he power spectrum of the noise, we consider a region of the surv e y
here the signal is absent and cut out a cube that corresponds to

he size of each isolated cloud. This noise template is meant to
eproduce a systematic behaviour o v er a finite number of channels.
he power spectrum of the noise is then calculated as the average
f the power spectra of the 2D map corresponding to each velocity
hannel, multiplied by the number of channels (to mimic the square 
oot of the sum of squares that would correspond to the propagation of 
ncertainty when calculating the moment of the signal). Considering 
hat both the zeroth and first moment of the signal are a linear
ombination of the channel maps, the same noise spectra can be
ompared to signal power spectra (Orkisz et al. 2017 ). 

Modelling the power spectra of the observable moments as the 
um of the beam-convoluted signal spectrum and a noise spectrum 

Brunt et al. 2010 ; Orkisz et al. 2017 ), we find that the amplitude of
he noise component is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
ignal spectrum, becoming comparable in magnitude at frequencies 
round the telescope resolution (see Fig. 5 ). Ho we ver, the v ariation
n the signal dominates noise at all scales. This is a consequence of
xtracting clouds in signal-to-noise cubes with a minimum S/N set 
o 5. In W 1 maps, the signal amplitude is amplified by multiplication
ith the velocity values. The noise component can thus be neglected 

n the fitting of the power spectra o v er frequencies below the two-
eam-width threshold. Although power laws alone may provide 
ufficiently good fits for the one-dimensional power spectra of some 
louds, we encountered cases for which they are not enough to
btain an accurate fit o v er the entire spectrum. Thus, we chose to
se Fourier-transformed data with a linear interpolation between 
MNRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 
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M

Figure 5. A representative one-dimensional power spectrum of the noise and 
of the zeroth and first moment maps for CHIMPS clouds. The vertical red 
line denotes the frequency cut that corresponds to twice the resolution of the 
telescope. As the effects of noise and the correction for the beam may become 
more significant abo v e this threshold, higher frequencies are discarded for 
the fitting of power spectra used in the calculation of the solenoidal 
fraction. 

Figure 6. Distributions of the solenoidal fraction within the full (top panel) 
and size constrained (bottom panel) samples of CHIMPS clouds. In both 
panels, the purple histogram traces the distribution of the subset of sources 
that do not have Hi-GAL luminosity counterparts. The vertical lines denote 
the means of the distributions. 
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he points to represent the power spectra. Interpolation supplies
alues of the power-spectrum model at all frequencies required in the
ummations in equation ( 7 ). Data interpolation also mitigates larger
ncertainties at low spatial frequencies caused by poor sampling at
hese frequencies. 

.4 Density-velocity correlations 

he exponent ε in equation ( 10 ) is set to 0.15. This value was derived
y Orkisz et al. ( 2017 ) in their analysis of the solenoidal fraction in
rion B. Their estimation of the relation linking local density and
elocity dispersion is based on several emission lines with different
patial distributions in the mean spectrum (mean line profiles). They
onsidered five isotopologues to trace gas at different densities:
2 CO( J = 1 → 0) and HCO 

+ ( J = 1 → 0) for low density gas (Pety
t al. 2017 ), 13 CO( J = 1 → 0) for the bulk of the cloud (Orkisz et al.
017 ), C 

18 O( J = 1 → 0) for denser and shielded regions (Hily-Blant
t al. 2005 ), and N 2 H 

+ ( J = 1 → 0) for the densest cores (Kirk et al.
016 ). Orkisz et al. ( 2017 ) devised an empirical relation between the
tted velocity dispersion velocities ( δv ) and lowest emission density
 ρ(H 2 )) from the data of the five species: 

v ∝ ρ(H 2 ) 
−0 . 15 . (15) 

The slope −ε = −0.15 is derived from a least-squares fit of
he variation of the FWHM with the density. Orkisz et al. ( 2017 )
stimated that possible systematic errors in the 12 CO (1 – 0), HCO 

+ 

1 – 0), and N 2 H 

+ (1 – 0) densities and the 12 CO (1 – 0) and HCO 

+ 

1 – 0) linewidths tend to steepen the slope of the power law. Thus, ε
 0.15 should be considered as an upper bound. We adopt this value

or the correction factor g 21 (equation 10 ). A lower bound of g 21 is
rovided by ε = 0.05 as estimated by Brunt & Federrath ( 2014 ). 

 RESULTS  

.1 The solenoidal fraction 

he sample selection described in Section 3.2 produces a collection
f 2266 SCIMES clouds for which the solenoidal fraction is calcu-
ated. While the selection requirements (Section 3.1 ) ensure that both
heet and filamentary structures are considered, a subsample selected
y setting the spectral extension to a minimum of 8 voxels implies
hat these clouds are fully resolved in each direction (the width of
he beam being 2 voxels) and comprise sizes that mitigate the impact
f very steep density gradients on the calculation of the solenoidal
raction. This subsample amounts to 954 sources. In the text, we will
efer to this set of sources as the velocity-limited sample. 

The solenoidal fraction R (introduced in Section 4.1 ) is calculated
hrough an algorithm that automates the steps described in subsec-
ions 4.2.1 , 4.3 , 4.4 , allowing for the method to be applied to a large
ample. This algorithm produces the value of R associated with each
loud in a SCIMES cluster assignment map, given its corresponding
loud catalogue number produced by SCIMES, the surv e y emission
ap and the column-density data as input. 
Fig. 6 shows the distributions of R for sources with and without

ssociated Hi-GAL bolometric luminosities (see Section 3.3 ) in both
he full sample and the velocity-limited subsample. These distribu-
ions appear to show that the sample without associated luminosities
s shifted to slightly higher solenoidal fractions. This behaviour,

ost evident in the velocity-limited subsample, is consistent with
he hypothesis that a higher value of R reduces the likelihood of
tar formation. To check for significance, a Kolmogoro v–Smirno v
est is performed o v er the two distributions of Fig. 6 . Following

art/stac1812_f5.eps
art/stac1812_f6.eps
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Figure 7. Distributions of solenoidal fraction for clouds in hypersonic 
regimes (Mach number > 5). This subsample comprises 67.9 per cent (1538 
sources) of the original selection for which the solenoidal fraction is calculated 
(2266). For the set of sources that cover 8 or more velocity channels, the 
hypersonic clouds (865) amount to 90.7 per cent of the sample (954). With 
solenoidal fractions < 2/3, the majority of hypersonic clouds have the potential 
to form stars. 
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Figure 8. Distributions of the solenoidal fraction with Galactocentric dis- 
tance. The size of the bins is adjusted to the number of sources, being 0.5-kpc 
wide until 8 kpc and 1-kpc wide from 8.5 to 10.5 kpc. At distances larger than 
10 kpc, clouds are collected in a single 2-kpc bin. The horizontal purple lines 
indicate the mean value within each the bins. The vertical bars represent the 
standard error of the mean. 
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he convention with the null hypothesis stating that the two sample 
istributions are drawn from the same population. The test returns k 
 0.059 with p -value = 0.0475 for the full sample and k = 0.157
ith p -value �0.001 for the velocity-limited sources, allowing us to 

eject the null hypothesis. 
Error estimation in the solenoidal fraction was performed by 

omparison between the original catalogue and a further calculation 
n emission maps perturbed by the addition of the square root of
he corresponding variance maps. The method returned an average 
rror of 8.6 per cent. When taking into account the uncertainties on
the error rises to ∼15 per cent. Both values are consistent with the
–13 per cent range found for the Orion B emission (Orkisz et al.
017 ). 
Isolating the subset of sources in hypersonic regimes 1 reveals (see 

ig. 7 ) that this selection comprises 67.9 per cent of the full sample
nd 90.7 per cent of the velocity-limited sample. 

In turn, only 5.4 and 8.1 per cent of the hypersonic sources in the
ull and velocity-limited sets, respectively, have R > 2/3. Most of the
elected clouds thus have the potential to form stars. Values of R that
xceed 2/3 may be caused by systematics and measurement errors 
the estimation of Mach numbers, for instance, relies on excitation 
emperatures from the CHIMPS catalogue that may have issues 
elated to non-LTE conditions, Rigby et al. 2019 ). These fractions
lso imply that the result is free of potential concerns o v er the nature
f the forcing mechanism being a factor in the value of the solenoidal
raction. 

At these sonic regimes (hypersonic Mach number), complete 
ixing of turbulent modes is expected (Federrath et al. 2011 ; Brunt
 Federrath 2014 ), so that the momentum equipartition would yield 
 = 2/3 with a fraction of compressive modes equal to 1 − R
 1/3. Variations from these ratios can either indicate a specific 

orcing for the turbulence or the presence of an ordered flow which is
uperimposed on top of the turbulent flow (Brunt & Federrath 2014 ).
s a specific forcing for the turbulent flow is more likely at transonic
 Mach numbers are calculated as the ratio of the non-thermal and thermal 
omponents of the dispersion velocity as defined in Rigby et al. ( 2019 ) 

a
 

t  

T  
ach numbers (0 . 8 < M < 1 . 2), the small fraction of CHIMPS
louds at transonic velocities implies that the forcing mechanism 

oes not appear to be a factor in determining the solenoidal fraction
or this sample. The solenoidal fraction is thus more likely to be set
y the superimposed ordered flow (collapse or outflow resulting from 

tar formation, the combination of unresolved compressive motions, 
r other kinds of velocity gradients along the line of sight). 
Fig. 8 shows the distribution of mean solenoidal fraction with 

alactocentric distance. The width of the bins is 0.5 up to 8.5 kpc
adius, 1 kpc from 8.5 to 10.5 kpc and 2 kpc past this distance.
he reason for using irregular bin widths is to reduce biases
y considering bin populations of similar sizes. Bin widths are 
epresented by the length of the horizontal lines that indicate the
ean value of the solenoidal fraction in each bin. The solenoidal

raction peaks at the 3–4-kpc bin. This result requires confirmation 
y the analysis of a further sample at lower longitudes, but may
e consistent with the disc becoming stable against gravitational 
ollapse at these radii. Observations of such a sample are underway
s part of the follow-up surv e y CHIMPS2 (Eden et al. 2020 ). 

The number of clouds with distances smaller than 4 kpc amounts
o nine sources in the full sample and six in the velocity-limited set.
he clouds in both sets have project sizes (number of pixels of their
MNRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 
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M

Figure 9. Star formation efficiency defined as L / M (in units of Solar mass and Solar luminosity) as a function of the solenoidal fraction. The IR continuum 

luminosity from the YSOs and the masses of the sources (CO mass) are derived from independent measurements and can be considered largely independent 
variables. Left-hand panel: Orange dots represent the sub-sample with eight or more velocity channels. The blue and brown solid lines are weighted linear fits 
to the full and reduced samples, respectively. The weights are the standard deviations of the L / M distribution within solenoidal fraction bins with width 0.1. 
Right-hand panel: distributions of the SFE with the R bins for the velocity-limited (reduced) sample (orange) and full sample (blue). The horizontal lines indicate 
the mean value within each of the bins. The vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). 
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rojection) ranging from 117 to 3202 pixels (with an average of 940)
nd field sizes from 21 to 108 pixels (the two sets have common
xtremals). Both sets include two clouds with field sizes abo v e 85
ixels, see Appendix A ). These clouds do not present any special,
nique features related to the size of their fields and are consistent
ith the entire population. The calculation of the their solenoidal

ractions is thus free from biases linked to specific field sizes. Visual
nspection of their size distribution is supported by the Kolmogorov–
mirnov test result ( k = 0.46 and p -value = 0.03), suggesting that

hese clouds are sampled from the full distribution. The small size of
he set makes this a point of low significance but none the less invites
urther work at low Galactic longitudes. 

The solenoidal fraction then declines with a shallow gradient
ith increasing Galactocentric distance. For Galactocentric distances
reater than 4 kpc, a Spearman test returns r = −0.15 (for the full
ample, and r = −0.19 for the velocity-limited sources) with a p -
alue �0.001, indicating that the solenoidal fraction declines with
istance from the Galactic Centre. This decrease corresponds to a
hallow gradient with a slope of −0.02 kpc −1 with no signal present
t the spiral-arm radii (4.5, 6.5, and 7.5 kpc seen in Fig. 2 ). This result
s in agreement with previous studies that found no significant arm-
ssociated signal in star formation-related observational parameters
Ragan et al. 2016 , 2018 ). To check if this result arises from
istance biases, i.e. we are more sensitive to the solenoidally-
ominated envelopes of clouds when they are located closer to the
bserver, we construct a distance-limited subsample. This set only
ncludes sources with Heliocentric distance between 8 and 12 kpc
nd contains 581 sources with Galactocentric distances ranging
rom 3.9 to 8.1 kpc. A Spearman test reco v ers the ne gativ e R -
alactocentric distance correlation with r = −0.21 with p -value
0.001. 
No significant correlation (Spearman statistics) was found between

he solenoidal fraction, mass, and Mach number. In particular, the
olenoidal fraction is not correlated to the volume of the clouds
number of voxels) ensuring that the results are not affected by
esolution biases. 

These results suggest that the state of the physical properties of a
loud and thus its likelihood to form collapsing cores may be linked
NRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 

o the Galactic environment or individual cloud formation histories in fi  
hich the cloud is located, slowly changing in the disc and possibly
teepening into the bar-swept region and continuing into the CMZ
hich has very low SFE (Longmore et al. 2013 ; Urquhart et al. 2013 ).

n this picture, the spiral arms are not a strong influencing factor. 

.2 Star formation efficiency 

e now consider the relation between the star formation efficiency
s defined in Section 3.3 and the solenoidal fraction. Fig. 9 shows a
e gativ e correlation (Spearman r = −0.33, p -value �0.001 for the
ull sample and r = −0.37, p -value �0.001 for the velocity-limited
ources) is found between SFE and R . This correlation is again
onsistent with the hypothesis that star formation is more likely to
ccur in clouds with more power in the more dominant compressive
urbulent modes. 

To ensure that the L / M −R relation is not affected by distance or
ompleteness biases, we consider a distance-limited subsample (581
ources with Heliocentic distances between 8 and 12 kpc) and test
he L / M −R correlation within this set. A Spearman test returns r =

0.36 with p -value �0.001, indicating that the trend is still present.
We show the distribution of SFE as a function of the distance

rom the Galactic Centre in Fig. 10 . The distribution appears to show
 positive correlation with increasing Galactocentric distance from
 kpc (Spearman r  0.22 with p -value �0.001 for both the full
ample and the velocity-limited set). Although this measurement
hows a significant scatter and may be biased towards clouds asso-
iated with more luminous star formation with increasing distance,
his result is in agreement with the shallow gradient by which the
verage solenoidal fraction decreases with distance from the Galactic
entre, except for the 3–5 kpc range, where both solenoidal fraction
nd SFE increase inwards. As we have seen above, this region
elow 4 kpc is poorly sampled by CHIMPS and the clouds found
ere do not present any distinctive geometric features. Although the
easons for this are unclear, the higher SFE observed between 4 and
 kpc may be attributed to higher emission from star-forming cores
nveloped by large regions of rarefied gas that contributes to their
igh solenoidal fractions. Again there is no evidence for significant
ocalized increases in the SFE corresponding to spiral arms. These
ndings agree with the SFE calculated for the Galactic Ring Surv e y
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Figure 10. Distributions of the SFE with Galactocentric distance. A scatter 
plot of the full (blue) and reduced (orange) sample is shown in the top panel. 
In the mid and bottom panels, the size of the bins is adjusted to the number of 
sources. The bins are 0.5 kpc wide until 8- and 1-kpc wide from 8 to 10 kpc 
for the velocity-limited sample (until 10 kpc for the full). At distances larger 
than 10 kpc, clouds are collected in a single 2-kpc bin. The horizontal lines 
indicate the mean value within each of the bins. The vertical bars represent 
the standard error of the mean. 

Figure 11. Distributions of the projected areas of clouds with solenoidal 
fraction < 0.1 (purple) compared to the full sample (blue). 
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GRS, Dib et al. 2012 ) and the SEDIGISM-ATLASGAL dataset 
Urquhart et al. 2021 ). 

To check for potential biases in the SFE-solenoidal-fraction 
elation that may originate from the application of Fourier transforms 
n fields of small size (which is not likely to yield useful information
n the turbulent modes in the cloud), we first check the correlation
etween field size and solenoidal fraction. A Spearman test reveals a
ositive correlation (full sample: r = 0.53, p -value �0.001, velocity-
imited sources: r = 0.44, p -value �0.001). This correlation is
xpected since the solenoidal fraction takes into account the turbulent 
odes of the entire extension of a cloud. Larger clouds contain both

ompressiv e star-forming re gions but also large envelopes of more
arefied gas around them, and the gas motions in these envelopes
ontribute to the increase in the values of R for these clouds. This
ehaviour is also mirrored in the slight ne gativ e correlation between
eld size and SFE (full sample: r = −0.13, p-value �0.001, velocity-

imited source: r = −0.18, p-value �0.001). Isolating the 82 clouds
ith solenoidal fraction < 0.1 that populate the upper left-hand corner 
f Fig. 9 ) reveals that this set includes both compact cores (50–500
oxels) and small clouds (1500–3500 voxels). These clouds with 
ssociated luminosity from YSOs have a higher fraction of their gas
n compressive turbulent modes. Their average velocity dispersion is 
.80 km s −1 . The distribution of the size of these clouds is shown in
ig. 11 . 
An e v aluation of the ef fects of field-size correlation on the

olenoidal-fraction-SFE relation through partial correlation analysis 
hows that the relation with field size does not account for the ne gativ e
orrelation between the solenoidal fraction and the SFE (a partial- 
pearman test with field size as the co-dependent variable gives for

he full sample: Spearman r = −0.31, p- value �0.001, and for the
elocity-limited sources: r = −0.33 and p -value �0.001). 

The correlation between the size and R is lost when distance-
ependent physical measures of size are considered. An example is 
he equi v alent radius defined in Rigby et al. ( 2019 ). This conclusion
lso holds when the volume of the cloud is expressed as number
f voxels. Selecting a sub-sample (381) of sources with large field
ize ( > 65 pix els), we reco v er a ne gativ e L / M –R correlation similar
o relation of fig. 9 with Spearman r = −0.22 and p -value �0.001. 

A prominent feature of the plot in Fig. 9 is the scatter that
haracterizes the relation between SFE and the solenoidal fraction. 
he scatter appears small at low R , increasing at higher values. 
MNRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 
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M

Figure 12. Adjusted scatter plot of the SFE and solenoidal fraction for the 
full sample. The plot is centred around the weighted linear model shown in 
Fig. 9 . Colour coding corresponds to the Hi-GAL bolometric temperature 
associated with each source. Luminosities and masses are given in units of 
L � and M �, respectively. 
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We now examine whether this corresponds to a real change in the
 / M distribution with solenoidal fraction, or is due to larger sample
izes revealing the wings of the distribution, and whether it is due to
easurement uncertainty or additional physical effects on L / M and,

ence, the SFE. 
Fig. 12 shows the solenoidal fraction-SFE scatter plot centred

round its weighted linear fit (blue solid line in Fig. 9 ). The weights
f the fit correspond to the standard deviations of the distributions of
alues of SFE obtained after binning the solenoidal fraction. 

The adjusted scatter plot in Fig. 12 displays a sharp increase of scat-
er in the SFE at R ∼ 10 −1.3 . To check that the distribution of log ( L / M )
t log ( R ) < −1.3 is statistically consistent with the distribution at
og ( R ) > −1.3, a Kolmogoro v–Smirno v test is performed comparing
he two distributions. As abo v e, the null hypothesis is that the two
amples are drawn from the same underlying population. With the
olmogoro v–Smirno v statistic k = 0.37 and p -value = 0.022, the null
ypothesis cannot be rejected and the log (SFE) distribution must be
onsidered statistically consistent o v er the whole log ( R ) range, i.e.
he scatter is not a function of R . 

The L / M ratio is independent of distance, so the uncertainty
ssociated with it equals the quadrature sum of the uncertainties
n the flux and the column density. 

The latter is estimated to be ∼20 colourredper cent (Rigby et al.
019 ). 
The bolometric flux of a Hi-GAL source is e v aluated using

rapezium-rule inte gration o v er the fiv e Hersc hel photometric bands.
The errors in the bolometric fluxes are therefore the quadrature sum

f the uncertainties in each band. The errors in the bolometric fluxes
ithin a SCIMES cloud are then summed in quadrature to obtain the
ncertainty associated with the whole cloud. This calculation yields
n average error in the bolometric flux of ∼7 per cent. 2 The average
elative measurement uncertainty in L / M is, therefore, ∼21 per cent.
ince this is much smaller than the scatter in L / M , we must assume

hat there are one or more physical mechanisms other than the
NRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 

 Notice that the error in the bolometric flux is derived through the quadrature 
um of the error at the fiv e Hi-GAL wav elengths. Using a small number 
f wavelengths to estimate the error o v er the entire spectrum produces a 
o wer v alue of the error. Thus one could say that the v alue from the Hi-GAL 

avebands is a lower bound of the error in the bolometric flux. 

t

6

M  

d

olenoidal fraction affecting the SFE within individual molecular
louds. In the next section, we explore the most likely of these, i.e.
he evolution of the embedded YSOs. 

.3 Temperature and scatter 

n the case of dense clumps, where both L and M are derived
rom the same continuum data, the SFE measure L / M is closely
elated to the bolometric temperature of the source (Urquhart et al.
018 ) and is, in fact, a temperature parameter, since M = L ×
 ( T ). In such circumstances, L / M can be interpreted as a tracer of
 volution for indi vidual sources. Although we have here measured
nd defined M and L independently, we now consider the effect of
emperature-traced evolution on the scatter in the data, using the
i-GAL bolometric temperatures (colour-coded in Fig. 12 ) of the

mbedded continuum sources. 
The bolometric temperature is defined from the flux density F ν

Myers & Ladd 1993 ) as 

 bol = 1 . 25 × 10 −11 K ×
∫ ∞ 

0 νF νd ν∫ ∞ 

0 F νd ν
. (16) 

The temperature associated with each SCIMES cloud corresponds
o the average T bol of the Hi-GAL sources it contains. In general,
ypical bolometric temperatures found in Hi-GAL clumps range from

10 K (pre-stellar sources) to ∼80 K. 
To quantify and filter out the scatter in L / M that may be due to

emperature and, hence, e volution v ariations, we select clouds in a
arrow mean temperature range between 30 and 35 K, in which the
istribution of L / M approximates a normal distribution. For the full
ample, the mean log L / M in this range is μ = −0.074 ± 0.039 with
tandard deviation σ = 0.287 ± 0.062 and for the velocity-limited
ample, μ = 0.060 ± 0.057, and σ = 0.265 ± 0.103 (see Fig. 13 ).
e take these subsets to be essentially free of evolution effects. 
Estimating the variation coefficient ( c v = σ / μ) of these

ev olution-free’ distrib utions and converting it back to the linear
cale gives c v = 2.03 (the value of the standard deviation is
03 per cent of the value of the mean) for the full sample and 2.21
or the velocity-limited sources. These values are still an order of
agnitude larger than the measurement errors, suggesting that the

esidual scatter around the SFE- R relation in Fig. 9 is the result of
hysical factors other than the solenoidal fraction that are involved
n determining the SFE within clouds. 

Fig. 13 illustrates the deconvolution between the ‘evolution-free’
aussian distributions described abo v e and the full distribution

ontaining the original scatter (Fig. 12 ). The result encodes the
agnitude of the variation in L / M arising from evolutionary effects. 
There is no obvious correlation between Hi-GAL T bol values in

he present data and our independent CO masses, suggesting that
he column density does not evolve significantly during the star
ormation process. Urquhart et al. ( 2018 ) tested the corresponding
orrelation for the ATLASGAL clump sample, finding that the
ontinuum-traced column density decreases as the clump evolves;
o we v er, the y noted that the weak correlation found may arise
rom an observational bias: the reduced sensitivity to lower column
ensities. This therefore justifies the assumption made abo v e that the
loud mass traced by 13 CO (3–2) does not change significantly o v er
he IR-bright period of star formation traced by Hi-GAL data. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

olecular clouds form through the condensation of the lower
ensity, atomic ISM gas, thus inheriting its turbulent and 
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Figure 13. Deconvolutions of the full L / M distributions by the Gaussians approximating the distributions of SFE in the 30 −35 K bin. The top and bottom panels 
refer to the full sample and the sources with eight or more velocity channels respectively. Means and standard deviations are given for the fitted Gaussians. 
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hear-driven motions (Meidt et al. 2018 , 2019 ; Kruijssen et al.
019 ). Galactic dynamics can thus stabilise clouds (Meidt et al. 
013 ) or compress them promoting star formation (Jeffreson & 

ruijssen 2018 ). In this framework, the relatively high star formation 
fficienc y (SFE) observ ed in disc clouds is linked to the pre v alence
f compressive (curl-free) turbulent modes. In contrast, the low SFE 

hat characterizes clouds in the Central Molecular Zone (CMZ) is 
elated to the shear-driven solenoidal (divergence-free) component. 
n this article, we performed a study of the turbulent modes in a
arge sample of Galactic-plane clouds from the 13 CO/C 

18 O ( J = 3
 2) Heterodyne Inner Milky Way Plane Survey (2266 sources), 

pplying the method devised by Brunt et al. ( 2010 ) and Brunt &
ederrath ( 2014 ). This approach shows that the majority of clouds
re potentially star forming, having R < 2/3. Our analysis produced 
wo main results: 

(i) there is a ne gativ e correlation between star formation efficiency, 
s measured by the ratio of infrared luminosity to CO-traced cloud 
ass, and the relative power in the solenoidal modes of turbulence 

n the CO-traced gas, consistent with the hypothesis that solenoidal 
odes prevent or slow down the collapse of dense cores (Fig. 9 ); 
(ii) the relative power in the solenoidal fraction appears to be 

ighest in the inner Galaxy ( < 4 kpc from the centre), declining
n a shallow gradient with increasing Galactocentric distance. If 
onfirmed by the analysis of a sample at lower longitudes, this
esult would be consistent with the disc becoming stable against 
ravitational collapse and the SFR being suppressed by the influence 
f the rotation of the Galactic bar, and/or with increased rotational 
hear at smaller radii; 
These findings agree with the variation of SFE with the Galactic
nvironment measured using both the numbers of H II regions per unit
olecular gas mass and the dense gas mass fraction (DGMF). The
GMF peaks at radii around 3–4 kpc and then declines in the inner

one (Eden et al. 2012 , 2013 ), where star formation is suppressed for
he life of the bar in external barred-spiral galaxies (James, Bretherton
 Knapen 2009 ; James & Perci v al 2016 ; Spinoso et al. 2017 ). 
Outside the Inner Galaxy, the solenoidal fraction declines mona- 

onically in a shallow gradient, with no signal present at the spiral-
rm radii. This latter result is in agreement with previous studies that
ound no significant arm-associated signal in the fraction of compact 
tar-forming sources (Ragan et al. 2016 , 2018 ). 

This picture challenges the idea that spiral arms are direct triggers
f star formation and considers them as mere producers of source
rowding (Moore 2012 ; Ragan et al. 2016 ). The increased star
ormation density observed in the spiral arms may be a consequence 
f their function as organising features that affect the ISM by
elaying and crowding the gas that traverses them (Dobbs, Burkert 
 Pringle 2011 ). Shear may represent a radial factor influencing

his behaviour. Dib et al. ( 2012 ) calculated shear from a model
otation curve. Shear also appears to decline with radius and is a
ood candidate for much cloud formation via Kelvin–Helmholz type 
nstabilities. 

Shear (and tidal forces) may also introduce a bias in the calculated
olenoidal fractions, disrupting the assumption of isotropy by induc- 
ng a preferred direction in the velocity field. The impact of this is
ikely to be strongest at short Galactocentric radii. A full investigation 
f the degree of loss of isotropy with Galactocentric radius would
hus be required to assess the reliability of the solenoidal fraction
MNRAS 515, 271–285 (2022) 
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alues of all clouds in the sample. To some extent, the large sample
f clouds analysed here should account for any effects of preferred
ie wing angle. Ho we ver, an independent study of relati vely nearby
tar-forming regions (Zhou, Li & B.-Q. 2022 ), based on extension of
he astrometric motions of YSOs to their surrounding gas, suggests
sotropic turbulence, independent of both viewing angle and location.
his gives some confidence that the assumption of isotropy is robust,
ut the relation between shear and solenoidal modes will be addressed
n future work. 

A prominent feature of the SFE-solenoidal fraction relation shown
n Fig. 9 is the scatter in the data, which is much larger than the
easurement errors. Section 5.2 shows that the scatter remains an

rder of magnitude larger than the errors in a relatively evolution-free
ubset. This remaining scatter indicates the presence of additional
hysical factors determining the value of L / M and, by implication,
he SFE in individual clouds. 

Although compressive turbulence remains one of the driving
gents of star formation in this framework, star-forming regions
an be affected by several factors that slow down their collapse.
n addition to delays induced by thermal pressure gradients at the
arly stages of collapse, magnetic fields may play a role, even if
he clouds are magnetically supercritical, i.e. the magnetic energy
s less than the binding energy (V ̀azquez-Semadeni et al. 2011 ;
noue & Inutsuka 2012 ; Girichidis et al. 2018 ). Galactic differential
otation through shear and Coriolis forces may be significant (Dobbs
 Baba 2014 ; Meidt et al. 2020 ) and the non-spherical (planar or
lamentary) shapes of clouds (Pon et al. 2012 ; Toal ̀a, V ̀azquez-
emadeni & G ̀omez 2012 ) contributes to moderating collapse times.
or clustered star formation, numerical simulations show that stellar
eedback such as protostellar jets, outflows, and stellar winds can
nject supersonic turbulence in molecular clumps (Nakamura & Li
007 ; Offner & Arce 2015 ), and the clumps can be kept near virial
quilibrium for several dynamical time-scales. All these factors may
nfluence the observational snapshot of the SFE determined by the
nfrared-bright stage of the process. 

We find that clouds with low values of solenoidal fraction and
igh SFE are usually spatially smaller, suggesting a lack of large
nvelopes of gas (see Fig. 11 ). Ho we ver, the v alue of the solenoidal
raction assigned to each cloud accounts for the o v erall modes of
he gas it contains, with substructure contributing o v er all spatial
requencies. Thus, the same value of R can be attained through
ifferent configurations of molecular gas, i.e. different cloud sizes,
elocity distributions, densities, amount of molecular gas, number,
nd size of star-forming cores, and stellar feedback mechanisms. 
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